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Discussions on current issues in agriculture and allied sectors
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KVK happeninqs
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Agricultural University professors.
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0
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lnterventions of KVKs having soil testing facility to provide
technological backstopping on soil health cards to Agriculture
Departments at district level.
Training to extension personnels
b) Advisories to farmers
) Any other intervention (GD, Sponsored Training)
[raining of RuralYouths /farmers in the areas of soil and water
nanagement at KVKs/SAUs and also in collection of soil samples and
ts analysis at each of the identified soil testing centers/ KVKs.
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Demonstration conducted
)emonstrations on micro-irriqation
t.2 )emonstrations on water conservation practices
i.1 lraininq of farmers on Balanced use of fertilizers
i.2 raining of farmers on lntegrated nutrient management
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i.3 Iraininq of farmers on Liquid fertilizers
Promotional activity on organic farming
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